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Maximizing Your Light Truck Market Potential
While the boulevard-frequenting supersized SUV may be deemed a largely
unnecessary excess, its open-bed cousin,
the pickup truck, is still very much the
modern day workhorse that carries
business and commerce on its broad
shoulders. And, as a result, it continues
to provide ample opportunities for those
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Event Preview:
2009 AIA Ontario Grand Forum

Recognizing that the need for sound business
skills and information has never been greater, the
Automotive Industries Association of Canada (AIA)
will be holding its first Ontario Grand Forum
one-day business conference this October.
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Market Tracker: Brake Standards

The brake market has never been the subject of
so much attention regarding standards. Three
separate moves in recent months have put the
brake market under scrutiny.
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Systems Training

In talking to jobbers and counterpeople across
Canada, one thing becomes apparent when it comes
to both emissions and fuel systems, and that is the
challenge placed on manufacturers to educate
jobbers about their products.
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While the light truck, and in particular the SUV, segment
has taken quite a bit of heat in these eco-conscious times,
automakers have not necessarily ignored these concerns.
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CRP Industries Moves
to Larger Corporate
Headquarters
CRP Industries has
relocated its corporate
headquarters and
warehouse space to
Cranbury, N.J.
The 108,000-square-foot
facility is designed to
maximize efficiency and
address future growth
opportunities. “Though
our Carteret facility
served CRP well for over
45 years, the time had
come where we had
completely outgrown that
space. After carefully
considering our options,
we decided to build our
new NAFTA market
headquarters only 25
miles away,” states Dan
Schildge, president of
CRP Industries.
g

g

g

UView Acquires MotorVac
Technologies
UView Ultraviolet
Systems, Inc. has acquired
the assets of MotorVac
Technologies, Inc.
Based in Santa Ana,
California, MotorVac is a
leading supplier of professional automotive fluid
maintenance equipment
and service products.
“This acquisition
establishes a platform for
UView to become a full
service solution provider
of fluid maintenance
products,” says Tony
Ferraro, president of
UView. “It also facilitates
our entry into this
growing market with a
highly respected brand
that is well known around
the world.”

4
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Canadian Low-VOC Refinish
Deadlines Finalized
The Canadian government has finalized the
regulations on low-VOC refinish product
usage, giving manufacturers to mid-2010 to
stop manufacturing or importing non-compliant products for use in Canada and till
December 2010 to stop selling them.
While the technical details on which products would comply with the “Volatile Organic
Compound (VOC) Concentration Limits for Automotive Refinishing Products Regulations” have
been set for some time, the implementation
date has been, till now, a moving target.

will come into force one year after the Regulations are registered.
“This will allow a one-year transition period
for automotive refinishing product manufacturers and importers.
“In addition, for each automotive refinishing product category, there would be an
18-month sell-through period after the Regulations are registered. The sell-through period
is intended to provide the industry with time
to sell automotive refinishing products manufactured or imported and to provide sufficient
time to all repair shops to transition
to low-VOC automobile refinishing
products prior to the coming into
force date as set out in the Regulations. This change is expected to
allow automotive repair shops adequate time to convert their equipment to use low-VOC automotive
refinishing products.
“These revisions to the coming
into force dates of the Regulations
have been made in response to comments from industry.”
Specifically, the regulations give
manufacturers until June 18, 2010 to
stop manufacturing for sale in Canada or importing refinish products
that do not comply with the VOC
limits.
The regulation also allows for a
six-month sell-through period following this date, ending in December
2010, to use up all non-compliant
products in the distribution channel.
While the regulation does not
mention a specific technology, in
practice most manufacturers have put
waterborne product into their offering in Canada to meet the regulation.
While the six-month sell-through
and December 2010 date will provide
shops with more time than initially
thought (January 2010 was initially
While bodyshops making up more than half the total volume of
expected to be the deadline), those
refinish products used in Canada have already made the switch
shops which have not already convertto low-VOC waterborne systems, the final deadline of December
2010 gives remaining shops added time to convert.
ed should be concerned about their
ability to access all products needed
Though the regulation does not apply spefor the paint system they may be using prior to
cifically to refinish shops, the implementation
the final deadline.
dates make December 19, 2010 the de facto
deadline to convert to compliant technology,
The complete regulation is available in Gazette II
as this is the final date when shops would be
Part II, July 8, 2009, Vol. 143, No. 14, available at
able to purchase non-compliant product.
http://www.gazette.gc.ca. The VOC regulation porAccording to the executive summary pubtion begins on page 200.
lished in Gazette II—which marks the registration date of the new regulation as June 18,
2009—“The Regulations are made pursuant
to subsection 93(1) of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999 (CEPA 1999) and
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How Do You Meet
Original Equipment Standards?

At Promax, we pride ourselves in providing friction products
that meet incredibly high standards that are consistent with
all Federal Safety Standards.
We offer positive mold technology for high pressure use and
consistent material density. Our brake pads post-cured for
longer service life, chamfered, shimmed, slotted and
asbestos free. They are also free from dust and noise.
Our brake shoes are100 % new steel, new friction,
bonded and riveted applications, one way program, no core
charge and are100% asbestos free. Parking brake shoes are
also available.
At Promax. we built our reputation on quality, innovation,
trust, delivery and price. We strongly believe in offering
friction products manufactured to stringent standards.

This is How Our Friction Products
Meet Original Equipment Standards!

1.866.573.9889
www.autopartsdepot.ca

Tel: 905.612.9889 Fax: 905.612.9623
7027 FIR TREE DRIVE, MISSISSAUGA, ON CA L5S 1J7
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Transit Warehouse Inc.
Opens New Distribution Centre
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Registration for
2009–10 Leadership 2.0
Experience Now Open
Registration is now open
for the 2009–10 class
of the University of the
Aftermarket Leadership
2.0 Experience, which will
take place September 20–
25, 2009 on the campus
of Northwood University
in Midland, Mich., and
April 11–16, 2010 at the
University’s West Palm
Beach, Fla., campus. For
more information, visit
www.universityoftheaftermarket.com or
call (800) 551-2882.
g

g

g

Synthetic Mythbusters
Winner
The July winner of the
Jobber News Synthetic
Mythbusters quiz,
presented by Castrol, is
Greg Cochrane, Lordco
Auto Parts, Richmond,
B.C. He will be receiving
a Castrol Prize pack courtesy of Wakefield Canada,
distributors of Castrol
products. See this
month’s quiz on page 28.

From left to right: Danielle Roy-Marinelli, mayor of Lévis; Stephane Guay, chairman of Transit Warehouse Inc.; and Jean-Claude Bouchard, elected official of
the city of Lévis.

Transit Warehouse Inc. unveiled the company’s new distribution centre in Lévis, Quebec before members of the press and
regional politicians.
The 50,000-sq.-ft. building allows the company to store its complete auto parts inventory under one roof.
“The territories we serve have grown steadily in the last five
years. Transit Warehouse Inc. is now a major player in the auto
parts market. We needed the space offered by this new warehouse to continue expanding while still providing the quality,
rapid service our clients have come to expect,” says Stéphane
Guay, president of Transit Warehouse Inc. “We also wanted to do
our part for the environment. We are very proud of this green
building and hope to set the example for distribution centres of
the future.”
The new distribution centre is environmentally friendly, using
various elements such as water-saver plumbing fixtures and lowtemperature geothermal heating to meet Canadian environmental standards. Furthermore, the ventilation and air conditioning
system and high-efficiency fluorescent lighting are controlled
with motion detectors, subscribing even further to the new green
building philosophy.

Sources, St. Henri & Dorval Auto Parts
Celebrate 25 Years in the Business

Bestbuy Distributors Limited has announced the 25th anniversary
of Sources, St-Henri and Dorval Auto Parts. The three locations
celebrated their anniversary by hosting a thank-you party for
customers, employees, and suppliers. More than 600 well-wishers
showed up for the day’s celebration.
Continued on page 8
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Volunteers at the
Annual AARO Charity
Golf Tournament were
proud to pose with a
$30,000 cheque for
Bloorview Kids Rehab
Centre.

Ontario Service Provider Event
Brings in $30K

The 2009 edition of the Automotive
Aftermarket Retailers of Ontario charity tournament has raised $30,000 for the Bloorview
Kids Rehab Centre.
The event has
become a key fundraising event for the
Toronto medical facility, which provides
special care and rehabilitation services for
children with all manner of challenges, with
7,000 outpatients and
75 beds.
On hand to emphasize the importance of
the work the hospital
does was a young girl named Selina who suffered a massive brain hemorrhage in 2007.
Unable to walk or talk for five and a half
months, through long hard work and the specialized help available at the centre she was able
to speak of her experience and her ability to get
back to an enjoyable childhood.
“Bloorview is a very special place,” she told
attendees at the event. “And maybe some of you
guys might have a stroke or a tumour, or whatever
it is. So Bloorview is the place you should go.”

APPOINTMENTS

Scott Brooks has been
appointed to the position of
Ontario division sales development manager, major and
national accounts for UniSelect Inc.’s Ontario division.

Scott Brooks

Vast Auto Distribution has announced the
appointment of Curtis Erion to the position of account manager, Ontario division.
In this position, Erion will be responsible for
new business development and sales for the
Ontario region. A veteran of the aftermarket,
Erion spent the last 15 years with Blue StreakHygrade as a territory manager.
The Mahle Group recently named Dan Moody
as general manager of Mahle Clevite Inc. Moody
will report to Arnd Franz, director and general manager for Mahle Aftermarket, assuming
the management responsibilities for all North
American aftermarket activities, which include
Mahle Clevite Inc., Mahle Clevite Canada,
ULC, and the Aftermarket division of Mahle
Componentes de Motor de México.
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THE BEST BRAKES ARE HERE

A G L O B A L L E A D E R I N B R A K E T E C H N O L O G Y & I N N O VAT I O N .
For more than 55 years, supplying OEM & AFTERMARKET
products on all continents, Fras-le is one of the largest
friction material companies in the world. If you are looking
for the best brakes for your vehicle, choose FRAS-LE.
For further information about Fras-le visit our website - www.fras-le.com/northamericanpads
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AIA FORUM PREVIEW

Preview: 2009 AIA Ontario Grand Forum
October 21, 2009, Doubletree by Hilton Airport Hotel

EVENT FOCUSING ON BUSINESS SKILLS FOR

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
R

ecognizing that the need
for sound business skills and
information has never been
greater, the Automotive Industries
Association of Canada (AIA) will
be holding its first Ontario Grand
Forum one-day business conference this October.
The event is aimed at current or
potential collision and automotive
repair and service facilities, service
advisors, counterpeople, and jobber store owners/managers.
The AIA Ontario Grand
Forum is all about looking ahead,
Bill Haas
and being prepared to meet the
opportunities head-on. “In today’s
business climate,” states AIA vice-president Deborah MoynesKeshen, “shops will either fail or flourish, depending on their
ability to recognize the opportunities to improve and grow
their business.”
The Grand Forum will be held at the Doubletree by Hilton
Airport Hotel in Toronto on October 21st. The conference
is expected to attract up to 400 attendees, offering a unique
learning and networking experience among shop owners,
counterpeople, suppliers, and jobbers.
Automotive industry guru Dennis DesRosiers, of DesRosiers
Automotive Consultants, will start the event with an industry
overview, providing a skilful analysis of current issues, a look at
potential issues on the horizon, and an explanation of what it
all means at the shop level. As a renowned industry commentator, DesRosiers’ thoughts and insights are regularly sought
after by both media and government.
Over lunch, attendees will receive an update on the Right
to Repair bill from MP Brian Masse (Windsor West), who
introduced Bill C-273 in Parliament. Now that the bill has
gone to the Industry Committee—based on a May vote of
248–17 in favour—Masse will provide insight on the next steps
going forward.
Throughout the day, attendees will choose from multiple sessions delivered by speakers such as Bill Haas, ASA,
Kelly Bennett, Business Training International, and Mac
McGovern, KYB America LLC.
Topic highlights include collision and vehicle technology,
operational planning, what’s new in automotive technology,
recruitment and retention, financial management, opportunities in the tire business, and sales training.
The final session will offer everyone the opportunity to
hear from a special guest speaker: Paul Henderson.
Henderson played for 13 seasons in the National Hockey
10
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League and scored the famous
goal that propelled Canada to
victory over the U.S.S.R. in the
renowned 1972 Summit Series.
Using the lessons he learned,
Henderson will talk about building teamwork and commitment
within your company in order to
achieve your goals.
The event will conclude with a
cocktail reception.
In addition to the education
program, the AIA is welcoming
the addition of a special event to
cap off the conference: The Jobber
News 25th Anniversary Jobber of
Dennis DesRosiers
the Year Award Dinner. The dinner will provide a great way to end a fabulous day by recognizing those who exemplify the best in the industry.

Why Attend?

“Insight and the development of specific action plans are
the basis for achieving business success,” says John Watt, AIA
Board of Directors chairman. Having joined Petro-Canada in
1985, and assumed responsibilities for its franchise of automotive bayed facilities (Certigard) in 1993, Watt speaks from
experience when he says, “Trying to grow the business ‘on the
fly’ simply does not work.”
Attending training in difficult economic times is often
the furthest thing from the mind of a business owner, but it
should be top of mind. Networking to see what is happening
with other similar businesses, talking to your suppliers about
what you need, and getting real advice from experts is time
well spent. AIA believes strongly that this environment is
exactly when training is needed the most.
“Businesses grow and prosper through hard work and
planning,” declares Moynes-Keshen. “Every crisis creates
opportunity. Those who invest the time to see it and navigate
towards it will be tomorrow’s winners.”

For Information and Registration
For the Ontario Forum:
Contact the AIA at 613-728-5821 or
visit www.aiacanada.com.
For the 25th Anniversary Jobber of the Year Award
Dinner Tickets:
Contact Jobber News at 416-510-6858.
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Mary Mackie, Edmonton, Alta.
2008 Counterperson of the Year

Do you know who the

Best Counterperson is?
The 2009
2008 Jobber News Counterperson of the Year Award seeks to reward the
very best of the frontline workers in the Canadian automotive aftermarket.
Anyone can nominate a counterperson, and anyone is eligible.
Evaluation and selection of the winner will be made on the basis
of experience, training, as well as customer and store owner
comments. While not mandatory, participation in and organizing of
training clinics, proficiency in computer cataloguing programs,
and professional certifications such as Red Seal and ASE Parts
,
Specialist will all be considered strongly in a nominee s favour.

Formally named the Abe Schwartz Counterperson of the Year
Award, it is named after the late owner of century-old British Auto
Supply in Toronto, who worked behind the counter for more than
half a century.

The 2009 Jobber News Counterperson
of the Year Award is sponsored by:

www.activant.com/auto

Nominate your choice online at www.autoserviceworld.com or complete and mail the form below to:
Jobber Awards c/o Counterperson Award,12 Concorde Place, Suite 800, North York, ON M3C 4J2 or fax to 416-510-5140.

I nominate:__________________________________

The reason I believe this nominee deserves this

Who works at ______________________________________

award is:

Address ___________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Phone (______)_____________________________________

___________________________________________________

My Name ________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Company __________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Phone (______)_____________________________________

___________________________________________________
Please use a separate sheet if you require additional space

___________________________________________________
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BRAKE STANDARDS DISCUSSION

RISES AGAIN

A series of announcements puts brake standards back into the headlines.
By Andrew Ross

T

he brake market has never been the subject of so much
attention regarding standards. Three separate moves in
recent months have put the brake market under scrutiny.
First, there was the introduction of a private member’s
bill on brake friction standards in the Ontario legislature in
June. Shortly afterward came the Brake Manufacturers Council’s introduction of an Enhanced Brake Effectiveness Evaluation Procedure (BEEP). And then, for good measure, Affinia
launched a suit in the U.S. against “lightweight rotors.”
While the fact that mandatory standards do not exist for
aftermarket brake parts is well-known in the industry, it is a
fact that still continues to surprise many who do not work
specifically in the brake segment, as well as consumers.
This, however, does not mean that it is a new issue. I wrote
my first article on the lack of brake standards in the aftermarket, “The Search for Standards in the Brake Industry,” in
1995.
Then as now, while mandatory performance standards
do exist for original equipment brake systems through the
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards/Canadian Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards, those standards do not apply to
aftermarket products.
But this is not to say that there hasn’t been progress: D3EA
testing, which can be considered the granddaddy of all dynobased testing, providing a true simulation of on-vehicle performance as opposed to material durability testing, came onto
the market in 1996. As good as it is, it raised issues regarding
disclosure of the true evaluation procedure, as it was a proprietary process and not open to outside scrutiny from the
industry. It was also judged to be expensive compared to other
single-ended brake dynamometer testing procedures then
being used by industry.
At the time, the Brake Manufacturers Council (BMC)
was still several years away from an open, industry standard.
What came to be known as the Brake Effectiveness Evaluation Procedure, BEEP for short, wasn’t introduced until
2002. The automotive aftermarket is a different place than it
was back in 1995, or even 2002. And so is BEEP.
“The difference [is] in this test, BEEP always has been
an open standard,” says Rick Jamieson, CEO of ABS Friction, Guelph Ont., chairperson of the BMC Friction Committee and also a key figure behind Ontario Bill 181, as the
proposed legislation is known. “The biggest thing about
BEEP is that it has gone from a voluntary standard administered by the BMC to one administered by a third-party
organization called PRI.”

12
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Most in the automotive business are aware of the role of
the SAE in creating open testing standards for a variety of
components. SAE Inc. created PRI in 1990 as a not-for-profit
organization that exists to advance the interests of the mobility
and related industries through development of performance
standards and administration of quality assurance, accreditation, and certification programs as well as related activities for
the benefit of industry, government, and the general public.
From a technical standpoint, the introduction of the
enhanced BEEP standard is significant. According to Tim Duncan, vice-president, test operation for Link Engineering and
co-chair of the BMC’s Technical Steering Committee, the core
of the enhancement is the upgrade to utilize the new SAE J2784
FMVSS 135 inertia dynamometer test procedure. “The J2784
was developed under a collaboration effort with the SAE Brake
Dynamometer Test Committee, including representatives of
Ford, GM, Chrysler, Tier-1, and Tier-2 suppliers, to more closely
comply with the standards established under the FMVSS 135
testing procedure. One of the features of the SAE J2784 test
procedure is that it allows the evaluation of vehicle braking for
ABS/Electronic Brake Proportioning when used in conjunction
with the appropriate vehicle modelling.
Continued on page 14
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Continued from page 12

“In 2008 the BMC validated the updated BEEP model with
fully instrumented vehicle tests on FMVSS-compliant proving
grounds and laboratory tests using OE and aftermarket friction materials of known and different qualities,” says Duncan.
“The BMC’s Technical Steering Committee reviewed the test
results and, in combination with their individual experiences
and testing activities, provided feedback to the program in a
structured peer review dialogue that keeps the model valid,
relevant, and current.”
Duncan is one of a number of strong supporters of the
BEEP standard. However, a number of requests for comment
from brake manufacturers went unheeded on the points of
standards and regulation, and some would not go on record
with their views, which ranged from concerns about the validity of the testing to its true value as a genuine indicator of
real-world performance.
What can be said is that, despite moves like the strong
promotion of BEEP as an industry standard and the push for
legislation, there remain conflicting views within the industry
about how to ensure that products that reach the market are,
in fact, up to standard.
“I do encourage the Ontario and Canadian governments
to pass safety standards rules on aftermarket parts in general,
not only on brake pads,” says Ramzi Yako of ProMax Auto
Parts Depot Ltd. “I sell brake pads in a lot of Latin American
countries; my brake pads have to pass a local safety test so
the importer is allowed to import my product. These tests
in Latin America are done in local universities funded by
local government. For example, I just signed a contract with
a company in Venezuela, and my brake pads and rotors had
to pass a safety test before I shipped any merchandise. The
test was done in a university in Caracas for a fee of under
US$2,000. Similar tests are done in Europe called R90; each

See us at AAPEX booth #4143
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country of the European Union has its own standards and
requirements for the test.”
Yako says that if a legislated standard were to come into
force, testing should be done at publicly funded facilities,
as in his Latin American experience. He also states that the
approach could apply to many products.
“The Ontario government should consider safety rules
on other critical aftermarket products besides brakes—for
example, CV axles, suspension parts, chassis parts, wheel
bearings, hydraulic units, tires, etc. If any of these parts fail
the vehicle, they could cause a very serious accident. During
the summertime all you see along Ontario highways is parts
of rubber from blowing cheap tires. No matter what quality
of brake pads you put on a vehicle that has low-quality tires, it
will not make any difference.”
He says that he currently tests all products he has manufactured for sale in Canada, though the addition of the
BEEP test would add cost for all manufacturers not currently
employing the test. This view is supported by others in the
industry.
Bob Peters, who is a director at Akebono’s R & D facility in
Farmington Hills, Mich., says that a push for standards would
only hurt those who are already acting responsibly. At the
core of his concern is the impossibility of enforcement.
“There have been rumblings by NHTSA in the past about
potential regulation of aftermarket friction,” he says. “My
personal opinion is that friction material output is rarely
an issue. So, by inference, legislation that attempts to validate friction output is a waste of money in all but some very
extreme cases (and those extreme cases would likely circumvent the regulation anyway, by testing one material and selling another). The biggest differentiators in the aftermarket
are noise and roughness, same as OE.
“Responsible suppliers will continue to be responsible, and
shady suppliers will continue to be shady, with or without the
regulation—the only difference being that it will cost everyone
more money to develop and administer the regulation,” says
Peters. It may be a cynical view, but it is one that was echoed in
a number of on- and off-the-record conversations.
Of course, the distributor and the jobber are caught in the
middle. Regardless of the quality of the product—good or
bad—being produced, very little gets to market in Canada,
and the U.S. for that matter, without the participation of the
recognized aftermarket distribution players. In many cases
the networks work with their suppliers to ensure that the
products they sell, as well as others in the market, are up to
standard—but not always.
And what is clear in the investigations into the matter
is that distributors, who arguably have the most power in
determining which products make it to market, are the least
equipped to independently determine the performance of
brake products being presented to them. One distribution
executive even “congratulated” me on finding what he called
the flaw in the system; it was not a revelation that I was particularly proud to have tripped across.
Overall, there seems to be very little desire on the part
of most of those interviewed to pursue either a legislated or
industry-policed standard for brake products, arguing that it
would only add cost for the conscientious players in the market, leaving those unconcerned about such niceties with an
even greater cost advantage than they might enjoy today.
In the end, it is clear that the pursuit of standards to eliminate the worst of the product on the market is viewed as
a noble but slippery concept; proponents vow to fight on,
while the industry at large continues to do its level best to
ensure that consumers continue to have access to quality
products, while remaining blissfully unaware that it is largely
good intentions that keep it that way.
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A PLACE

IN THE SUN

Maximizing Your Light Truck Market Potential

By Andrew Ross

T

o misquote Mark Twain, rumours of the light truck’s demise have been greatly
exaggerated.

The pickup truck and the SUV, cornerstones of both the aftermarket and the original equipment business, have nonetheless come under fire in recent times, having
been blamed for everything from global warming to wars in the Middle East and the
virtual collapse of U.S. auto manufacturing. And yet, as a category, they continue
to occupy key territory in the personal transportation landscape.
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SAFETY first!

SAVINGS next!
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While the boulevard-frequenting
super-sized SUV may
be deemed a largely unnecessary excess, its open-bed cousin,
the pickup truck, is still very much the modern-day workhorse
that is not so easily dismissed—or done without.
“I was looking at the DesRosiers 2009 Yearbook,” says Ron
Strain, chassis specialist with Affinia, manufacturers of the
Raybestos chassis line, “and [it] says that the passenger car/
light truck mix is around 42.7% light trucks in terms of
vehicles in operation in Canada.
“From that standpoint, it continues to be an excellent
opportunity for chassis parts. There are a lot of moving parts
on a light truck. That’s good, because those parts that move
are those parts that wear.”
Strain says that because there are so many light trucks
and SUVs on the road, they will continue to be an important
segment even if current sales figures have declined.
“If you just look to the simple math, the light truck market is going to be pretty good for a while yet.” Consumers
may tend to turn to smaller vehicles as fuel prices rise, but
that’s not always an option. “All those contractors, and all
those plumbers and people in construction—they still need
[a light truck].”
“We live in the Fraser Valley—farm country—so it’s
definitely part of our market,” says Jeff Fortin, president of Modern Sales shareholder Fortin’s Automotive in
Chilliwack, B.C.
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“We are seeing from an aftermarket perspective that brake
and chassis are some pretty key components for our business.”
And, as a result, the ebbs and flows in the aftermarket
parts market have his attention. Currently, says Fortin, he is
seeing more than the usual amount of jockeying for position
amongst suppliers.

Light Truck Opportunity Vehicles

S

ometimes parts installed on the assembly line don’t last as
long in the field as expected. XRF’s John Thody offers these

market hints.
• Super Duty Fords have ball joint problems. The OE parts are not
strong enough for those trucks that are doing serious work. Life
expectancy is about 40 to 60,000 km. Good commercial-type ball
joints should get at least 300,000 km.
• S10/S15 Truck/Blazers have a very high failure rate on upper ball
joints. Counterpeople should be encouraging their customers to
inspect every S10, every time one comes in the shop.
• Dodge Ram 2500/3500 2003 to 2005 MY 4X4 trucks have track
bar and ball joint problems. The OE ball joints are failing in as
few as 10,000 km. These trucks should be inspected every time
one is on the hoist.
• Many of these trucks are raised or lowered or have had larger tires
installed. For these trucks, an adjustable track bar is required to
align the axle. If the counterperson asks the questions, he’ll get
the sale.
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“I hadn’t seen as much up and down on the pricing struc“During periods of high fuel costs and—heaven forbid,
ture in the last 10 years as I have in the last six months. This
the most un-American of all—environmental responsibility,
is causing some stress and questions as to where the big guys
the emphasis moves from ‘play vehicles’ to ‘work vehicles.’
are going to position themselves from a pricing perspective.
Ford has recognized this and is making the new F150 at full
It’s not that eloquent, but that’s where we are.
speed.
“It’s a pretty interesting time, but in the meantime, job“This shift is of little consequence to us, as these SUVs
bers continue to deal in the marketplace and to try to find
share platforms with working trucks: Excursion-F350,
their place, too. It can cause some price discrepancies in
Expedition-F150, Explorer-Ranger. The same is true for the
the short term, which is confusing some of the customers.”
GM side,” he says.
This is all in the backdrop of what Fortin believes is a
“Regardless of the shift, there are tens of millions of
market segment that is going to be around for a long time,
these trucks on the road, they are aging, and they are kept
though not forever, at least in the same proportion as it is
in service longer, which translates into a huge chassis sales
today.
opportunity.”
“Definitely nothing radical, but talking to people in their
purchasing plans, they are looking at going not to light
trucks but to passenger vehicles, when it makes sense. In our
T:4.5”
particular market, we have a lot of farms and a little logging;
there is more of a need in our particular
area for trucks.
“We haven’t seen any startling decline,
*Based on a severe sludge cleane upp test using SAE 5W-30. **As measured in ASTM Sequence IVA engine test using SAE 5W-50.
but we can’t help but think that there
Superior active cleansing aggent
ents
nt versus our conventional and synthetic blend motor oils. © 2009 SOPUS Products. All rights reserved.
would be erosion.”
What he sees is a general decline in the
desire for the largest SUVs—an overall
downsizing trend, in fact—which paradoxically could result in an unhealthy upsizing
of inventory were the tools to continually
hone inventories not at hand.
“We are doing that today, and with the
electronic tools, it makes it quicker and
easier to manage our inventory—we can
WHEN YOUR BUSINESS IS RUNNI NG RIGHT,
analyze slow movers so much quicker. The
old way, we’d be out to lunch.”
He says the system does require a manager to really understand its capabilities,
but that it makes his business far more in
tune with the market.
Change is constant, he says, and complexity is increasing.
“There is more of a desire for premium
to mid- on the light truck side,” he says.
Consequently, inventories must be in line.
“We stock more of the mid- to lower in
the passenger [category] than we do in
the pickup. There is definitely more dollar
margin in the premium, but today there
is also more of a need to carry two lines
of chassis. A couple of years ago, that was
not the case.
“This is difficult and it makes it more
challenging for the jobber. Dual inventory
is not a good thing.”
Still, he admits, people want the option
Learn how Pennzoil Platinum® full synthetic motor
of a “value line” even if in the end, their
oil
can help you grow your business —now.
needs—many of the pickup owners in his
region are very rough on their trucks—
Offering Pennzoil Platinum® builds value and profitability to your
mean they choose the premium option.
oil change business with claims that are compelling to your
John Thody, president of chassis parts
customers and programs that keep them coming back.
supplier XRF, acknowledges that the mar• Pennzoil Platinum® cleans out up to 46% of engine sludge in
ket has changed—but really only on the
the 1st oil change and continues to clean in the 2nd change*
surface.
•
No leading synthetic oil provides better wear protection**
“Our Michigan plant is near Milne Ford,
one of the largest Ford dealers on the
• Pennzoil® support programs help promote repeat business
planet. From 1997 to 2002 their lot was full
Contact your Shell sales rep today. To learn more about Pennzoil
of Expeditions, then from 2002 to 2008
Platinum®, visit Pennzoil.com
they had hundreds of Explorers, and now
they have a lot full of Escapes. The SUV still
lives, just in a more practical form.
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MARKET FEATURE

Emissions System Training:

Benefits of Learning More Than Hot Air
By David Halpert

W

hat rises to the top of
any discussion on emissions components—aside from
pricing and availability—is the
challenge of getting training
to those who need it, and the
unmistakeable benefits to those
who get it.
Because emissions systems are
so complex and involve myriad
parts and components each with
its own specific purpose, it’s difficult to stay on top of everything.
Given the complexity of modern systems, comebacks are all
too often caused by misdiagnoses on the technician’s part.
Even so, the supplier is forced
to shoulder the blame, and most
offer flexible return policies and
money-back guarantees. Many
customers—both trade and consumer—assume that the jobber
is completely expert in the full
range of these systems, without
realizing how difficult that can be.
“Our customers are expecting
more from their counterperson
because they figure we should almost be like a mechanic, which
we’re not,” says Richard Osborne, vice-president of Pineridge
Auto Supply in Oshawa, Ont. “I would say about 80% of the
countermen don’t even lift the hood of their own car. Because
of the Internet, it’s so simple to locate your own parts now. You
don’t really have to be a hands-on type of person.”
Misdiagnosis often leads to garages ordering the wrong
part—leading to all kinds of problems for both the garage
and the supplier, ranging from comebacks to lost time and
revenue. “A lot of times garages don’t have the proper equipment, and as a result they’re misdiagnosing,” says Lynn Bryce,
manager of Hamilton Auto Parts in Hamilton, Ont. “They say
they need a MAF sensor, and it turns out they need a coolant
temperature sensor. [Even so,] most times whenever we get a
call we have the part and are able to order it for customers, so
we’re not really getting caught.”
A couple of years ago, NGK Spark Plugs of Canada noticed
a major SKU proliferation at the OE level, and in its attempt to
manage the needs of technicians wanting OEM fit, form, and
function, discovered that knowledge of the firm’s products
among jobbers and counterpeople was notably inadequate.
As a result of this finding, says Jeff Desveaux, product
manager, “One of the things we did was to put up an e-learning site called ‘Plug Pro’ where anyone can register. It’s marketed to the jobber and counterperson as a training module,
designed for people to actually learn about the different
22
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product categories—which for
us include spark plugs, wire sets,
and oxygen sensors. We have six
levels of information across the
three product categories, totalling 18, and another set of 18
modules once the first set is
completed.”
The days of the simple,
pre-OBD-II oxygen sensor are
gone. NGK estimates that oxygen sensors sold in the aftermarket today are its seventh or
eight generation since the firm
first switched from unheated to
heated oxygen sensors in the
early ’90s.
While knowledge of emissions systems and how they work
is important, some manufacturers believe that awareness of the
market is just as crucial, as in the
case of Federal-Mogul’s Carter
division, which specializes in fuel
and water pumps.
“The countermen are always
giving out a price. However, it’s
understanding the product line
you carry and what’s included in the box [that’s important],”
says Ann Skrycki-Mohler, brand manager for Carter. “We
know that there’s not necessarily a one-to-one interchange
with the product lines, where you can compare everybody
and come up with a single price. You might have somebody
supplying a pump, and the competitor is supplying a module
for the same application. You can have components or products where you have a strainer in the box, and other manufacturers that sell the extra parts separately. So you need to
understand your line and how the competition is positioned,
and what your price really represents when you’re quoting it
out to a customer.”
“Our biggest challenge dealing with this segment is education, and trying to train people so that they know that they’re
doing the repair correctly the first time,” says Jeff Richardson,
product manager, fuel delivery products for Federal-Mogul.
“We get a lot of people that are putting a lot of parts on cars
that don’t necessarily need to be there, and end up coming
back to us [and the jobber] for no apparent reason.”
Delphi is in the position of manufacturing parts for both OE
and the aftermarket for both fuel and emissions systems. Like
Federal-Mogul��������������������������������������������
and NGK Spark Plugs, Delphi’s biggest challenge lies in communicating to jobbers that understanding the
technology allows them to make educated suggestions to their
customers, whether they are technicians or do-it-yourselfers.
Continued on page 24
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“Our main goal in the training and education services
group is to make sure we’re imparting this seemingly complex data in a simplified version the average person can
absorb. We’re trying to make their job a little easier,” says
Doug Vidler, product line director, training for Delphi. “It’s
really easy to convince an engineer that some parts are better than others, because they’re the ones that run the tests
and have a better understanding of what can go wrong. It’s
harder to communicate that message to the jobber and
technician population out there.”
Often situations arise where a particular emissions or fuel
part will get recycled to and from the jobber and the technician, he says, only to discover that a misdiagnosis on another
part is what led to the trouble code in the first place.
“Part of what counterpeople need to do is to not automatically take the word from the customer who’s asking for
a particular part. There’s a couple of Q&As that would have
to go along with it. What I’m saying is [in times of repeat
comebacks] there’s usually another issue, and oftentimes
the parts counterperson is standing there saying it’s defective because their customer may not have known how to test
it, they might not have known what was involved with it—and now you’re bridging
that area where you have parts counterperson as technician. So what we advise when
you encounter one of those grey areas is for those counterpeople to give us a call.
“Training eliminates ignorance and we can make sure these guys are up to speed,
either one-on-one with the customer or by calling us for backup and support.”
Manufacturers are more than willing to help jobbers and counterpeople to better
educate themselves on their products. Taking advantage of the materials currently
out there will help you to better take advantage of new opportunities when dealing
with your customers.

T

Available Resources

here are a number of resources for jobbers and counterpeople available from
manufacturers that can help you better educate yourself about such systems. Here
are a few:
NGK Spark Plugs
“Plug Pro” (www.ngkplugpro.ca) is an e-learning site that acts as a training module for
the products NGK offers (which include spark plugs, wire sets, and oxygen sensors). The
website currently holds 18 training modules across two difficulty designations, 36 in total.
Federal-Mogul
Federal-Mogul offers a Carter DVD on fuel pump installation and diagnostics as a quick
refresher specific to the jobber, and can be used to show walk-in customers what’s going
to be involved in that repair. This is in addition to Carter videos available on YouTube,
updated technical bulletins on its main website, and a counterperson training course that
jobbers can take online.
Delphi
In addition to having its own hotline, Delphi also has a CD available called “Auto IQ” which
contains 30- to 90-second explanations on the various systems and parts that make up
the car, not just covering emissions and fuel systems. They also offer product information
seminars geared towards jobbers averaging three to three and a half hours.
Robert Bosch LLC
Bosch provides specific training for counter staff as well as technicians. It is also constantly
adding to the knowledgebase on its Website, www.boschautoparts.com. In addition to its
vehicle parts finder and hotline, the technical services section provides useful PDFs on
diagnosing problems with oxygen sensors, spark plugs, and wire sets.
Blue Streak
While Blue Streak has two trainers that promote its professional technician seminars, it
also has a jobber/counterperson program that’s delivered by territory sales managers.
Blue Streak is also soon to be launching its Canadian website which in addition to videos
will contain updated manual PDFs available for download.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Scan Test Software

Bosch has released the second version of
ESI[tronic] 2009 Scan Test Software for its KTS
series scan tools for import vehicle diagnostics.
The tool series includes the KTS 200 handheld
device and the KTS 570 Bluetooth-based vehicle
interface. The ESI[tronic] software that powers
these tools provides coverage for up to 60 different types of electronic systems from 100 vehicle
manufacturers.
Robert Bosch LLC
(905) 826-3270
www.boschdiagnostics.com

Batteries are backed with a competitive six-year
warranty that includes a free replacement guarantee in the first three years. The batteries have
a defect rate of less than 2%.
CAA South Central Ontario
(905) 771-3000 ext. 3334
www.caasco.com

Glass Sealant

Plastic Finishing Adhesive

Lord Fusor 115, a medium-set plastic finishing adhesive, offers a longer open time in hot weather—a
15-minute work time at 20 degrees
Celsius—and can be used on all
types of plastics with no adhesion
promoter required before application. Available in 150 mL (5.1 oz.)
cartridges, Lord Fusor 115 is sandable and paintable in one hour, and
is off-white in colour. The new adhesive is hand-dispensed.
Lord Corporation
(877) 275-5673
www.lord.com/fusor

Organic Polymer

EcoTecPower (ETP) is an
organic polymer that is
safe and easy to use, ecologically friendly, 100%
non-toxic, and biodegradable. ETP rejuvenates
nearly dead batteries
and brings them to 85%
capacity of a new battery.
EcoTecPower dissolves
the “plaque” or corrosion
from the plates to permit
better current among the
lead plates or electrodes
inside the battery.
Automotive Solutions LLC
(817) 293-3232
www.automotivesolutionsllc.com

Green Battery

CAA South Central Ontario (CAASCO) has
launched the CAA Green Power Battery made
with recycled lead and plastic, making it the
first eco-friendly car battery. CAA Green Power
JOBBER NEWS / AUGUST 2009
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Nanotechnology Glass Sealant wipes provide
long-lasting protection for windshields, headlights, windows, mirrors and other surfaces.
Using nanotechnology, as the chemicals are
applied to the surface to be sealed, the particles initially create a chemical compound with
the surface of the product. The atoms then
arrange themselves into a structure that creates
a protective barrier. The resulting protection
provides improved visibility day and night, and
eases the removal of dirt, insects, snow and ice
from surfaces.
FBS Distribution
(888) 984-9441
www.fbs-online.com

HVAC/R Leak Detector Kit

The Leak Sniper UV Light Leak Detection
System is an accurate diagnostic tool designed
to detect leaks in AC units and refrigeration
systems. The product includes an injection
gun, bold moulded carrying case, six-inch
hose with check valve, safety goggles, 1/2 and
1/4 dye cartridges, 12V replacement battery, and battery bag, as well as many other
items and accessories.
Metro Uniweld Products, Inc.
(800) 472-3129
www.uniweld.com
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Knowledge Building:

August 2009

CLEANER ENGINE TECH
tain optimal combustion, timing, and
injection duration.
On each stroke, six individual jets
spray fuel directly into the combustion
chamber, mixing with the incoming
air. Bringing the fuel injector right
into the combustion chamber means
there’s no delay from the time you
inject the fuel to when it’s used by the
engine.
The fuel injectors are located on the
side of the combustion chamber. When
the fuel is injected into the cylinder, it
evaporates and cools the air that’s been
inducted into the cylinder.
The direct injection of fuel into
the cylinder also helps provide a wellmixed air-fuel charge, increasing
engine efficiency. Direct injection also
provides several benefits in terms of
fuel burn and
lower emissions.
This process also eliminates the risk
of fuel wetting the combustion wall
as with port
fuel injection;
intake ports
don’t get saturated, and fuel
droplets don’t have an opportunity to recombine. It all leads
to better, more efficient control of the air-fuel mixture, and
more power, lower fuel consumption, and lower emissions
are the result.
The simultaneous turbocharger operation paired with the
direct-injection system help to virtually eliminate turbo lag,
one of the main reasons turbocharger technology has not been
more widely used in the past.
The dual-turbocharger setup has several advantages over
previous turbocharging systems, including:
• the turbochargers are smaller, resulting in more compact
exhaust manifolds that don’t generate as much heat;
• the turbochargers are packaged adjacent to the cylinder block
and have improved mounting providing NVH (noise, vibration, harshness) improvements;
• the dual turbochargers spool up more quickly, allowing the
3.5-litre Ecoboost V-6 engine to reach peak torque faster,
spinning at approximately 170,000 rpm (by comparison, the
redline for the engine is approximately 6,500 rpm);
• two turbochargers operate identically over the speed range of
the engine: one is responsible for the left bank of the engine
and the other the right bank, producing boost even at low
speeds;
• the turbochargers are designed for a life cycle of 10 years;

W

hile the light truck, and in particular the SUV, segment
has taken quite a bit of heat in these eco-conscious times,
automakers have not necessarily ignored these concerns.
A spate of crossover utility vehicles, many of which are
lighter and smaller—dare I say, more carlike than their truckbased predecessors—has been introduced in recent years to
provide that SUV look and feel in a smaller package.
However, that trend has in turn spurred the introduction
of larger versions to fill the gap—in effect, large SUV-sized
models without the step up.
The Ford Flex (made in Oakville, Ont., by the way) is one
of these full-sized crossovers, and despite the sense of déjà vu
that it might give those who went through the last couple of
trends in larger vehicles, a quick peek under the hood of the
2010 model reveals that it’s hardly a throwback: it features a
direct injection, twin-turbocharged 3.5-litre V-6 engine. (At
least, those not outfitted with the standard 3.5 L Duratec 35.)
The 3.5L Ecoboost V-6 produces an estimated 355 horsepower at 5,700 rpm and 350 foot-pounds of torque at 3,500
rpm. Ford says the technology boosts fuel mileage by 20% and
reduces emissions by 15%.
The twin parallel turbochargers, which are water-cooled
and operate simultaneously, combine with a direct-injection
fuel system to produce power. The high-pressure fuel pump
operates up to 2,175 psi—more than 35 times the norm seen in
a conventional V-6 engine. The high-pressure pump is a camdriven mechanical pump with a single piston and an electronic
valve that controls how much fuel is routed through the fuel
rails to the injectors.
As demands on the twin-turbocharged 3.5-litre Ecoboost
V-6 engine increase, the control system responds to main-

Continued on page 28
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• turbocharger “whoosh” is mitigated by electronically controlled anti-surge valves, which proactively relieve the boost
in the intake, which can range up to 12 psi; precise software
calibrations manage the pressures in the intake manifold.
Mated to the 3.5-litre Ecoboost V-6 engine is the 6-speed
6F-55 SelectShift automatic transmission, which is dedicated to
the twin-turbocharger engine. As with the Ecoboost/Duratec
changeout, the transmission shares some specification highlights
with the non-Ecoboost drivetrain, such as six speeds and gear
ratios, but there are key differences that will be notable down
the road should parts replacement be required.
To help carry the higher torque of the Ecoboost V-6 engine, the ring gear
on the 6F-55 transmission (left) is a beefier 41.5 mm versus 31.5 mm
on the 6F-50.

Ecoboost Versus Duratec
The Ecoboost shares a
number of basic specifications with the Duratec: both
are 60-degree V6 3.5 litre
engines, but they differ in
some important ways. The
intake manifold on the Ecoboost is a one-piece aluminum component, whereas the Duratec employs a composite split plenum.
Also, the pistons on the Ecoboost have a direct injection bowl, not
needed on the Duratec. There are likely other subtle differences
in the components that will be revealed as these engines become
more well known in the aftermarket, but counterpeople should be
careful to ensure that they know which 3.5L engine, Duratec or
Ecoboost, is under the hood of a vehicle in question.

Similarities should not be surprising, though, as the 6F-55
transmission was developed from the 6F-50 transmission specifically to respond to the increased torque demands of the
Ecoboost V-6 engine. Upgrades were made to the transmission’s friction material in response to the higher shift energies,
and a new torque converter has been optimized for performance
and fuel economy.
Additionally, the 6F-55 transmission operates more efficiently.
The transmission team was able to reduce the fluid level in the
transmission, which in turn reduced weight and drag torque on
the system. Upgrades to the transmission’s thermal valve mean
the system warms up more quickly, reducing gear-spin losses.
While the Flex is just one vehicle, the approach taken signals
a trend toward increasing technology in a largely conventional
(read, affordable) approach, while continuing to build the larger
vehicles that many consumers still demand. —Andrew Ross
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CONTEST
Test your knowledge of
synthetic lubricants for a
chance to win a Castrol
Prize pack from
Wakefield Canada.

Presented by
More than ever, consumers are looking to
keep their automotive investment running
longer and more reliably. Do you know the
facts to help them decide?
The use of synthetic lubricants can have a
significant impact on the life of a vehicle.
True or False

Once a car switches to synthetic oil, it has to continue using it.
Most cars can use synthetic motor oils, whether new or old.
Synthetic oils resist oxidation better than conventional oils.
Synthetic oils are only designed for high performance engines.
Synthetic oils are only of benefit in hot conditions and climates.

Enter today for your chance to win a Castrol prize pack from Wakefield Canada.
RETURN THIS FORM TO US AT 416-510-5140
Name:_________________________________Business:______________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________________________
Phone:_________________________________Email:_________________________________________
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Automotive Internet Directory
Visit these companies directly at their web addresses or check out the growing list of Hot Links at www.autoserviceworld.com.
To find out how your organization can be included in this directory and on the web, contact Brayden J C Ford 416-510-5206

AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &
ACCESSORIES
Goodyear Engineered Products
www.goodyearep.com/aftermarket
www.goodyearbeltsandhose.com
The officially licensed belt of
NASCAR. Gatorback, the quiet
belt. You can never replace Goodyear quality.
NGK Spark Plugs Canada Limited
www.ngksparkplugs.ca
The World Leader in
Spark Plugs, Oxygen
Sensors and Ignition Wire Sets.
Used by 87% of the World’s OE Manufacturers
S.B International Inc.
www.sbintl.com
“We keep engines
humming”

HAND CLEANERS
GOJO Industries, Inc.
www.automotive.gojo.com
GOJO is a leading manufacturer
of skin care products and services
for many marketing including automotive and
manufacturing. GOJO continues to pursue a
commitment of creating well-being through
hand hygiene and healthy skin.

LUBRICANTS & ADDITIVES
Empack/emzone Automotive Care & Maintenance
www.emzone.ca
The high performance emzone
product line is specially
formulated for your detailing and maintenance
needs. For maintenance: Lubricants, Brake
Cleaners, Degreasers, and Coatings. For
detailing: Glass Cleaners, Carpet Foams, Tire
Shines and Auto Fresh.

REFRIGERANT
ZEX AC Compressors Division of Mister Starter

www.misterstarter.com
Remanufactured/New A/C compressors and
Turbochargers/Superchargers for complete line
of cars and trucks, DOMESTIC & IMPORTS.
Custom Rebuilds also available for your needs.

COLLISION REPAIR
Masters School of Autobody Management
www.masters-school.com
Masters offers a number of
education programs and implementation
follow-up programs designed to take
bodyshops to the next level of success.
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Duracool Refrigerants Inc.
www.duracool.com
Nationally Distributed by:
Deepfreeze Refrigerants Inc. The Leaders
in Hydrocarbon Refrigerant Technology
Guaranteed In writing not to harm any Mobile
A/C System You can feel the Difference that
Quality Makes “Our Formula Never Changes”.
Empack / emzone Refrigerants
www.emzone.ca
Eco-friendly, non-ozone depleting
and system safe. The emzone
quality A/C Refrigerant product
line includes stop leak, system conditioner, oil
charge, UV dye leak detection, and dryer offering
colder vent temperatures, improved system
efficiency, lower head pressure and greater gas
mileage. Ideal for cars, trucks, SUVs and tractors.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
CARS COUNCIL
www.cars-council.ca
Smarter hiring, better
personnel assessment,
and training accessible 24/7. We are the
CARS Council, a not-for-profit organization,
delivering tools developed by industry for
industry. www.cars-council.ca

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
AIR LIQUIDE CANADA INC.
www.airliquide.ca
Your one-stop shop for
all your industrial gases
and welding supplies.
Genius Tools

www.geniustools.net
Genius Tools provides a
complete line of hand tools,
as well as power tools, tool
storage, and other solutions for the toughest
jobs in automotive and industrial markets.
Premium quality at competitive prices.
Rotary Lift

www.rotarylift.com
World Leader in Lift
Productivity

WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
& BUYING GROUPS
Automont Distributions Inc.
www.automont.com
Importer & Wholesale
Distributor of German,
Swedish and Asian Auto Parts.
Bestbuy Distributors Limited

Marketplace

$899 Parts Store Software
• Reliable. Users have run daily for 8 years
without calling us for help.
• Fast. Make invoices in seconds.
1000s of charge statements in an hour.
• Automatic. Updates inventory, charge
accounts & core tracking.
• Recall & reprint invoices from earlier
today or any time up to 5 years ago.
• Use locally available hardware.
• Up to 37 user stations.
• There is nothing else you must buy.
• Optional Wrenchead cataloging.
• No contract to sign.
• Get our free video & demo disk.

Mib

www.bestbuyautoparts.ca
Independent buying group and warehouse
distributor that allocates its profits to member
shareholders and provides unbeatable value
for independent jobbers.
The E.R.I. Group
www.theerigroup.com
Canada’s Premier Machine
Shop Buying Group
Kerr Machine Shop Group Inc.

www.kerrmachineshopgroup.com
Buying group for machine shops and
performance shops.

Box 3367, Espanola, NM 87533 USA
505-293-8640
Serving you since 1977 with
honesty & integrity.
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NEXT MONTH

September is our
Back to School issue,
with Great Tips on
Selling, Customer
Service, and Business
Management.
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hat goes up must come down. In automotive terms, where there
is a decline in supply at one end, there should be an equal rise in
demand at the other. Sure, over time shifts in demand may change
the equation, but in the short term, service/parts demand really
doesn’t change all that much.
Okay, I know what you’re thinking: What the heck is Andrew blathering on
about now?
It may not seem like it, but that first paragraph defines the impact of the car
dealer closures as well as any explanation I have seen.
So, to continue in the question and answer format, how’s your car dealer-directed parts marketing strategy coming along? What? You don’t have one? You should.
The car dealer market may be the biggest opportunity facing the traditional aftermarket jobber for some time—maybe ever.
When was the last time that a 20-bay independent service centre opened in your
town? That is precisely what happens when a car dealer loses its franchise and opts
not to close but to become a used car dealer or an all-makes service facility.
You have to remember that these dealers have lost their access to parts from
the OES channel, and may have lost more than just access to new cars; their
computer system connection, cataloguing, and parts supply chain will also be disrupted. They are at sea, and may have very little experience dealing with the independent service world. So get your tail in there and make sure they do it right.
One of the barriers you may have to overcome is cultural; many dealer personnel are used to feeling a greater sense of entitlement to the consumer, even if
they don’t recognize it. Consumers may, for the first time, become aware that the
dealer was not, in fact, part of the automaker they represented. They may want
to wander to the traditional independents, or stay with the service provider they
have been going to previously, if the option continues to exist.
And, of course, the issue of warranty work will evaporate for these newly independent facilities, at least in the terms they had become used to.
There are other things that they may not be aware of either, such as the quality
of aftermarket products, programs, training, and other services available. There
may even be some who, faced with closing because they didn’t know how they
could possibly carry on, may change their mind when shown how much is available.
The bottom line is that amidst the turmoil that has beset the service sector lies
a great opportunity for the aftermarket.
It’s not one to be taken lightly, nor handed out on a silver platter.
But if we as an industry can realize the full potential of the changes, it will benefit the aftermarket in ways that are unpredictable today—but will surely make for
a better aftermarket tomorrow.
— Andrew Ross, Publisher and Editor
aross@jobbernews.com
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Only one person works on his car.
And only one oil works in his engine.
More ASE-certified top mechanics use Valvoline in their own cars.*
Mechanics can use any oil they want. They choose the one with a proven
reputation for quality, protection and a history of innovation. Valvoline.

100 YEARS UNDER THE HOOD.
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CHOOSING ANTIFREEZE FOR YOUR
CUSTOMERS JUST GOT EASIER!
C E LS I U S® E XTE N D E D LI FE
ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT BY PRESTONE IS
®

NOW AVAILABLE I N A PREMIXED FO R M U LA.

NEW

Celsius®
Premixed

Extended Life

Antifreeze/Coolant

CELSIUS® ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT IS SUITABLE FOR USE WITH ANY ANTIFREEZE/COOLANT
IN ANY CAR OR TRUCK AND COMPATIBLE WITH ANY COLOUR ANTIFREEZE.

TO ORDER, OR FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL OUR ORDER DESK AT: 1-800-243-2323
* SEE PRODUCT LABEL FOR AUTOMOTIVE, LIGHT AND HEAVY DUTY APPLICATIONS.
SEE OWNER’S MANUAL FOR RECOMMENDED CHANGE INTERVALS.
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